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BEST ADM'TED FOR XAVAL WARFARE. 165 
ADJOURNED DISCUSSION. 
Wednesday Evening, May 21. 
TIr. STIRLISG LAC OX^ Esq., in tlic Clinir. 
hir. MICI?AEL SCOTT, C.E. : I shall be very glad to submit a few observations; but it will 
lrc yitlr a good deal of difidence in the presence of such an audience, inasmuch as I am 
not professionally connected with this subject. To me, Sir, it i3 a matter of purely scien- 
tific interest, and I shall make my observations as brief as possible, especially after the 
intimation which we have received from IOU. 
In the firjt place, I would wish to say a few words upon the subject of breech-loading 
guns. W e  all admire the great ingenuity displayed by Sir William Armstrong in con- 
structing hi3 gun, but I think in tlie c s e  of the Iarg+bore naval gun, breech-Ioading is a 
niistake. I was puzzkd for a long time to guess at the supposed advantages of breech- 
loading; but, an they wcrc stated by Sir William Armstrong at  the last meeting. we can 
bavc no longer any haitation upon the point. Tho first advantage he stated \vm, that the 
men \vho were working tlic gun were not so much exposed. That is a point wliiclr must 
be left to naval otficers to discuss; it is one which I cannot touch, and -do not. profess 
to have any knowledge upon; but I hope, M therc are seycral distiiiguished n o d  officers 
present, we shall hnvc some information upon it. The second advantage stated by Sir 
Willhm Armstrong was, that a longer gun might bc emplojed in  narrow ships. Kow 
i t  appears to me that the gun which will be requircd to deal with these iron-plated ships, 
will necessarily have a very great recoil. If the shot has a high velocity and is of con- 
siderable weight, the recoil of the gun must necessarily be great; and therefore the ad- 
vantngc that might have been claimed on this ground for the guns hitherto used in the 
naval service, may not be so apparent in the new guns that will require to be constructed 
to  deal with the iron-plated ships. I will suiiscquently submit to the meeting a tabla 
which will show the amount of recoil that must necessarily follow the momentum 
that is commnnicatcd to tlie sliot, if that shot is to have any effect upon the iron- 
plated vessels. The disadvantage3 of breech-loading, 1 think, are  very apparent, when it 
is applied to large guns. I n  the first place, they are weak-I think neeawrily and 
essentially meak. The ansiver to tliat may be-I think it wa stated by a gcn~lcman at 
one of the previous mcetin,p-that the guns that have bccn constructed, arc strong enough 
to bear the strain that they have been subjected to, and therefore therc is an end of tho 
question. A scven.inch gun made o l  
wrought.iron 1139 bccn found strong cnougli; but it foilows, that if that gun of seven 
inches in diameter is strong enough DS a breech.loader, a gun ten inches in diameter 
M a muzzle-loader would be as strong. If, therefore, it be an advantage to have tlie 
large guns, I certainly think that the muzzle-loader would have tlic advantage in tho 
matter of strength. I n  the case of the muzzle-loader, it 
may be considered, that the strain is applied in the middle of a tube, to burst it ; in the 
m e  of a breech-loader i t  is applied a t  the end. It appears to me. tliercforc, to be 
very clear that the muzzle-loader having a closed end must ham at l e s t  double the 
strength of the breech-loader having ail opcn end. The fact of their being weak 
involves a small diameter; and, if breech-loaders are not weak, i t  is 3 vcry remarkable 
fact that n-e have not a gun of large diameter, a breech-loader. I do not know of any. 
thing above seven inches. If breech-loadcrs are equally strong, why not hare tlrem of 
larger diameter? I n  the m e  of the last gun that lim been tested, so far M I know that 
gun, it \van ten inches or  ten inches and a half in diameter. It was not a breech-loader; 
it ww a muzzle-loader. I am not aware that Sir Williani Armstrong has eyer applied 
brcecli-londing to a gun above seTen inches in diameter. If the guns arc small in diame- 
ter, it fo:lows that the capacity of the shell is small, and that the weight of the shot must bo 
comparatively little. Now, it' those guns made by 
Sir William Armstrong are of such vast strength, why not inereas  that initial velocity? 
I'Taval men tell us the1 wmt that velocity. and we know that the destructive power of the 
shot is M the square of tlie velocity ; therefore velocity is a very important matter. But 
it appears from what Sir IVillian~ Armstrong said on the last occasion, that the velocity 
from his gun is 1,210 as apins t  tlic velocity of tllc ordinary 6S-pounden, which is 1,590 ; 
But I think it is hardly the elid of the qucsiion. 
Tlic case i3 very much thh  
Further, the initial velocity is low. 
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1GG CIIAIL\CTER OF GUN 
and, although Sir William Armstrong has 3 shot weighing IlOlbs., he shon-s by his OW 
figurcs that the relative effect of these shots from the 6s-poundcr is 15, and of his shot, 
on account of the lower velocity, aIthough it has a much greater weight, only 16. NOW 
this velocity is wanted, urgently wanted. If there i3 any hope of penetrating the plate, it 
must bc by velocity; and the power of the shot increases directly, not as the wight ,  but 
as the square of the velocity. I f  it can be obhined, it is very desirable; but it has not 
apparently yct been obhined by any breech-loading gun. If the initial relocity is low, 
as I have just mid, the force of the blow and the penetrating power of the shot must be 
small, and i t  would a p p a r  from the figures supplied by Sir \Yilliam Armstrong on the 
last occasion, which are still on the board, that the penetrating power, the &a &a, tho 
living energy of the shot, of the 110-pounder (I speak, of course, of close quarten, a t  the 
muzzle of the gun-I am not referring to long ranges at present) i3 only 16, rn against 
the old 6s-pounder spherical shot 17. I n  addition to this, there is in the Amstrong 
pn 3 p e 3 t  complication of parts. which arc liable to injury. They are expensive ; and 
If we compared the effect produced with tlie Cost, the effect being less of the dS-pounder, 
I believe the immoderate expense would bc very obvious. I do not know that it is de- 
sirable to sag anjtliin;: morc upon this branch of the subject. 
I shall confine mxself toaveryfemremarksupon the shot and gun best adapted for dealing 
with plated sliips. Spheric31 shot indents the plate; and the shot, if of cast-iron, breaks. 
Now, if it is desired that the shot should penetrate a plate, I say that the whole pdwer 
absorbed in the indentation, in the bending of the plate, and the breaking of the shot, 
is lost. Flabheaded shot would neither indent nor draw the plate; and it has this 
advantage, that the impact being dietributed'orcr the wholc of the surface, instead 
of being concentrated on a point, and at the same time-the impact taking place in 
the direction in which the shot is strongest-that is, vertically in relation to the surface, 
if it is intended to penetnto the plate, the flat-headed shot would unquestionably 
hate the advantage. I t  might be objected that tlic flat-hcnded shot would meet with 
greatcr resistance from the air. Now this i3 a point of considerable interest ; and it has 
bcen examined by a gentleman of the highest scientific qualifications, Mr. Froude. 
Admiral HALSZED : I ~11311 be happy to place a t  your disposal a reality, instead of the 
supposition you are giving us. IIere is tlic actual measured plan of the effects of firing 
the 156-pounder shot on the Warrior target. on the 8th of April last. 
Nr. 31. SCOTT : I have not bad a n  opportunity of consulting that. 
Admiral IIAL~TED: Of course you have not ; but I mean to wy that what sou are 
putting before us is a supposititious w e ,  and you are perfectly wleome to use that 
diagram, for that is a rcality. 
Alr. 11. SCOTT: I an1 very much indebted to JOU, Sir, but i t  would be di5cult for mc 
to examine it. I t  would be difficult for me to digest this diagram at tlie present 
moment. As I stated a t  first, my interest and eonneetion with the subject is purely 
scientific. I am reasoning the matter from first principles. I know nothing about the 
experiments that have been made by the Government, and I do not profess'to be 
able to say anjthing about them ; I merely submit my views for wlmt they are worth. 
Nr. Froude has shown that the rcsistance in the direction of motion to 3 plane moving 
obliquely is the mmc a$ the resistance to the plane at right angleswith the line of 
motion, which is subtended by tlie oblique plane if the angle of obliquity is not less than 
about 60 deg. If so, we have then the condition of a pointed shot, as compared ui th  
a Rat-ended shot. It would therefore appear that the resistance due to the pointed 
shot is the same as, and no less, up to tlic limit of GO degrees, than the resistance of the. 
flat-ended shot. That seems to be prored. I confess that I can see no error, nor has 
any one else that I know been ablc to see any error, in that conclusion. In  the case of 
spherical shot, it may be argued in their favour, that, supposing they do not penetrate 
the plato, a t  all events the whole of tlie power of tlie shot is expended on the plate, 
whereas the Rat-endcd shot may go through and hare a considerable poR-er left, and, 
if it has no work to do' inside tlie plate, that power gill be lost ; but in the m e  of 
shells, I apprchend, no influence will be produced, unless it does penetrate the plate. 
Therefore it \~ould be desirable that thcy should be made flat. Xon; I h a w  been 
&vap told that, in tho u s e  of those partially plated ships, the ordinary spherial shell 
will not penetrate even the thin plate, 6nd that, therefore, all they hare got to fear 
is solid shot. But I can easily conceive that a flat-ended shell might be ablc to penetrate 
the thin plate, and might have very great destructive power when i t  had passed through 
that plate. 
I will not detain you longer, Sir,upon that point, and I fear that perhaps I have 
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BEST ADAPTED FOR XAVAL WARFARE. 167 
detained you too long ; but I wish to 3 few n-ords upon the subject of the size of y n  
that cnn be obtained for naval purposes, and to deal n-ith iron-plated ships. NOW, to  
penetrate a 4 $.inch plate, for instance, requires necessarily great force of shot. That force 
is made up of weight and relocity ; and the limit of the force of the shot is the strength of 
the gun, which of course is determined by the strength of the material. Assume, for the 
purposes of argument, that the material is wrought iron, and that this material is threo 
times stronger than cast iron ;and srwrne that the strain of the cast iron is equal to that 
of the iron in the 6s-pounder ; then, I think, it can be determined theoretically what 
would be the bore of the guns for different n~ight9 and velocities of shot; and I have 
constructed a table for the purpose of illustrating this. The accompannying table show 
the weight of shot which may be fired from wrought-iron smooth-bored guns, of rarious 
sites and with v3rious velqcities, without straining the metal more than the metal of guns i n  
the pervice is already strained. The type of the service gun I have taken is a 6s-pounder. 
1 2  3 4 5  G 7 8 9 10 
Column 1 gives the bore of the gun in inches; column 2 giws the weight of the shot 
which m3y be fired with a velocity of 2,000 feet per second : column 3 givcs fhe weight of 
the shot which may be fired at the velocity of 1,750 feet per second ; and column 4 giivcs 
the \yeiglit of the shot which m3y be Bred at tlie yelocity af 1,100 feet per second. The 
next column gives the weight of L sphere of the diameter stated in tlie first column ; the 
next is the weight of an elongated shot of two diameters length, but not solid, liollow 
behind ; thc next gives the relocity of that elongated shot ; and the next gives the force 
of tlie blow, that of the 6s-pounder ball, taken a t  50 pounds in round numbers, moving 
at 1,600 feet per second, being taken a3 one. The principle upon which this table is 
calculnted is very simple; but it involves a grat  number of figures. I hare shted 
publicly on prerious occasions, and I do not know that it has ever been disputed, 
a t  all erents I place in the hands of the Secretary of the Institution thc detail3 of it, 
I do not knon tliat i t  wn be disputed. because there does not seen1 to be any 
dispute whatever with respect to the theory, namely, that tlic p o w r  of the shot is the 
FiS viva of tlie shot, the living energy, tlie miglit multiplied by the square of the 
velocity. The I f  that be so, thcn the only other element is the diameter of the gun. 
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168 
force of the blow, pou will observe in column 8-and it is somewlint hportant--rarks 
very considerably. The argument is this-assuming wrought iron, in the first place. and 
assuming that wmu$n-iron is three times as strong an czst.iron, that without straining 
the me:a1 of the gun more than the metal of a n  ordinary 68-pounder in  strained by firing 
a 70 Ib. shot at 1,600 feet per second, this ia the effect. Thfee numbers represent tho 
force of the blow, or the effect produced by the shot from these varietiw of gun. 
The question 1135 nothing to do 
with the quantity of powder: I t  is a relative quetion-not an absolute. I do not 
profess to give the absolute effect; I do not know that it is possible; at all events, m 
far as I am concerned, I do not profess to deal with it a t  all. If JOU fire a 681b. ball 
a t  the velocity of 1,600 feet per second, that is represented in this table by the figure as 1; 
and, i f j o u  fire any of those other weights a t  those other velocities stated in the table, the 
+is z-iZ.n, the force, the destructive energy of the shot, will be as represented in this 
column, without reference to what the powder may be. I t  may require one pound or a 
thouand pounds of gunpowder; it docs not affect the relative question. I t  affects the 
absolute qucstion, no doubt; but the relative question is not affected, and the table is 
merely 3 relative table, to show what the effect of vnrious diameters of guns and rarious 
weights of shot \sould be. From thin table it appears-and it is 3 some\~hat curious 
result-that for a given bore of gun, whatever be the weight and velocity of the shot, 
prorided these vary in such relations to keep the strain on the gun the same, the de- 
structive power of the shot always remains the snme. I think that is 3 point of some im- 
pohnce ,  and I am not aware that it has ever been stated before. I think important 
results will flow from it. For example, one conclusion would be tltis-that a light shell, 
provided the material of the shell wau strong enough to bear the impact, would penetrate 
a t  very close quarters, becauae all these ealeulatiuns have reference to the velocity a t  the 
muzzle of the gun-would penetrate equally with a heavy shot. 
A bfErnER : If it did not'break up. 
Mr. M. SCOTT: Assuming that the material of the shell bore the impact as I s y ,  pm- 
vidcd i t  did not break up, the light shcll, having the higher velocity, would penetrate 
quite as readily as the Iimvy shot with a low <elocity ; and it would appear from that 
table, that this is a fixed quantity, an unalterable quantity, provided the strain of tbe gun 
remain the same. In  reference to any given. diameter,.you have the figures, which Show 
that, no matter how you rary the weight and the velocity. the effect at the muzzle of the 
gun must be the snme. Without detaining you, however. any further upon this point, I 
would just say a few n-ords upon the recoil of y n s .  That is o point, surely, that is 
practical, and surely it is interesting. The ninth column of the table represents the 
recoil for the elongated shot in column 6. and the velocity is in column 7. The column 
marked 10 gives the weight of gun to give the same extent of recoil as an ordinary 
68-pounder ; provided the resistance, the compressors, and other artificial means, be 
increased in proportion to the weight of the gun. I think it is a practical question for 
the naval officers preseut to detcrmine, ahether they can deal with guns of 12, 15, 19, 
and 23 tons. If they cannot, it necessarily and inevitably follows that they must expect 
o ireatly increased recoil-increased in velocity, and increased in distance. As. for 
example : suppose you take the !)-inch gun, the weight of which, to give the same recoil 
as the 6s-pounder. would be 154 tons. If that be found incOIlvenient,.posJibly it might 
be diminished ; and, suppose tlint the weight be diminished to one-half, the distance of 
recgil will be increased four times. If you diminish the weight of that gun to one- 
Lnlf-suppose pou make it between 7 and 8 tons-the velocity of the rccoil will be 
doubled, and the distance of that recoil will l e  four-fold. If, therefore, the recoil 
of an ordinary GS-pounder is 8 feet, the distance to which that y n  would recoil I\-ould 
be 32 feet. That, I say, appcafs to me to be a matter of considerable practical import- 
ance. and one that would be very well worth the consideration of the n a r d  officers 
present. 
Gentlemen, I will not detain you longer; I will merely say t h i i t h a t ,  although these 
.statements do not appear. perhaps, at first sight. to be what sou may call practical state- 
ments, that is, that they arc not the result of absolute experiments with individual gnns, 
there is not the slightest doubt about the principle. I t  is not to be disputed, and, therefore, 
it must lrave a l-erx considerable bearing on the practice. 
Commander ROBEnr SCOTT, R.N. : In  following those who gave sou such very well- 
digested speechcs on the merits of their own plans 1 s t  night, I am placed at  great disad- 
vantage, for it was not my intention to have compared uiy own propositions \sit11 those 
A NEMBER : May I mk, what chmge 7 
Mr. M. SCOTT: It is quite irrespective of charge. 
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BEST ADAPTED EOR NAVAL WhItFAnE. 169 
of o:llers, except in a very general manner, having already giren publicity to tlicm here, 
rn elsewhere ; and I amstrcnghened in this view by tlie ablediscusion of them by Captain 
FiJlrLourne, and I remember, also, the old proverb, I‘ Let another pr&e thee, and not 
thine own self.” I sliould, ho\verer, be admitting the correctnesa of wh3t has been here 
mcrtcd,  did I not oppwse facts to those assertions ; and, therefore, with your permission, 
I will examine a little more closely into what Mr. Lancaster stated last niglit ; as, if correct, 
the rifle question ia certainly setfled in farour of the oval ; the exteriorof the lead,hesaid, 
g3ve off in fumes, and tlte grooses, at any rate-pointing to mine-the grooves. he said, 
crusli up, and, i19 grooves crusli up and lead evaporates, thc only remaining plan is the oval. 
I trust, however. to convince you that Mr. Lanwter  i3 quite as much be)-ond the mark 
in what h e  mentioned last night-I am sorry to mention names, but, the comparkon having 
been made, I am of necessity forced into it. I cannot help it, and I hope you will see 
that ; beause, if my groove cruehe3 up, what is the use of my gun P It is evidently a 
useless thing, and all that has been advanced ie mere moonsl~iuc. However, as I have 
mid, AIr. Lncliister i3 quite aa much beyonit the ma& as he was when be wrote to tho 
Times, and mentioned that his own gun had fired 251 rounds, which I know that he after- 
wards admitted not to be correct. Again, Mr. Laneaster said in this very letter, that JIr. 
Jeffrey’s shot and rn? own were forced home by a heavy metal rammer, the same which 
had to be applied after double sponging, in order to force home each of his shells which 
had becn carefully turned to one exact windage. I n  my own letter in reply to that, d r ich  
also appeared in the Times, I said, that, i f  the hcavymetal rammer had to be used in practice- 
ground under such circumstances, it certainly would condemn any such gun for naval 
purposes in loto, but it was not used with my gun. And I will ask thi, and there are  
several naval oficera here, who, as well as mjself, have seen the ova1 gun fired, for I was 
a t  Shocburyness in 1854, and wa sent purposely there. I need not read my own note3 
on the subject ; I shall be very happy to let any of those ofticen see them, and my report to  
the then Controller. We have seeu tire gun, and we know csactly what it has done ; and, 
had the oval been a good gnn, should we lia>-e thrown it s i d e  altogether? or would they 
in the Crimea, when it wa.3 of snch consequence to fire a s1iell:with a large burstingcharge, 
hare entirely given up the oval, and continued to fire the round ball, which, of cousc, had 
a short and unequal range frou the gun ? I leave it to yourselves to judge whether such 
would be the case. However, it would be beside tlte mark did I giw 1111 niy objcctious 
to the competiiive trial, prior to which my gun had fired so many more rounds tli3n Nr. 
Laiicastcr’s and others, excepting Mr. Dasliley Britten’s (I am not going to touch on Mr. 
Dritten’s gun), and completed them within D much l e s  time. My gun bad been bored, 
rifled, and fired up to 300 rounds, as fast M the shell could be recovered, and the days 
aiTorded to me to carry out the experiment a t  Shoeburyness, m-ould allow. I t  certainly 
never entered into my hedd, on the score of injury to tho rifling, to object to the competitive 
trial, altltough my gun had previously fired 300 rounds. for at their conclusion theassistant 
superintendent, with mjself, examined the gun most carefully, and we could not see a line 
in  tlic gun worn down, and he mid to me, “ The bore appcars quite perfect.'* But are 
thcreany otherindications? Yes, when tlie shot were fired rougliat first, and not smoothed 
off as I fired them tlrcre, and asoft mehl put outside, the same soft mctd that Sir IYilliani 
Armstrong afterwards used in solid strips (or even perhaps before, but I think it was 
afterwards) I put on liquid zinc, forming a bcautiful coating. placing asoft metal in front 
of a Iiard bearing, which could not posiblxgive way. But, before that \vm (lone, the paint 
of my shell was ra l ly  merely smoothed down aftcr firing. It seemcd so extraordinary a 
fact, that when it ~ v a 3  mentioned to Captain Blakely, and dlso to Mr. Ljndl Thomas, both 
these gentlemen inquired into, and e-=mined tlie caw for themselves ; and so did the 
Admiralty. Bur is that all ? Certainly not; fifty shell3 completed 300 rounds. There 
were some few new shells introduced, with which I tried an esperiment, which is not north 
whilegoing into Ircre, but about forty-six of these shells w’ere recovered off tlie range and 
re-fired. The Report shtes that not one 
of these shells was cracked, and the assistant superintendent mid to me, “ I  consider 
the s l id3  are still scrviccable.” One of these shells is now in the Exhibition. If tlie 
bearings of the shells hnd been scored, or if tlierc lind been rubbing orcrusliing, it would 
certainly have shown itself upon them; but as nothing of the kind took place, and as I 
mnde some objections to the Committee‘s trial, I should ccrtainly havc objectcd h toto if 
I could have detccted the l a s t  irregularity upon the line of niy rifling; lrnt such w a y  not 
the case. As far as human eye could judge, and I esaniined the gun several times witlt 
those at  Shoebuqncu, it seemed perfect. 
But, as the gull lias bccn compared with his by Nr. Lanmster, that is not the only poiut 
That is how the 300 rounds were made up. 
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170 CHARACTER O F  GUN 
in which i t  should be compared. The shells were a11 easily loaded, M I have now said ; 
but what took place a3 to the other shell of the oval  with which my gun Iiaa been com- 
pared F Tlle fint &ell that was fired in tliis competitive trial went out of the gun broken 
up. A per-ccnhgc of those that were picked up, seen by JIr. IIaddan as well as myself 
- ~ h o  can pay whether it is the u s e  or not-I liave not spoken to him on the subject, hut  
he happened to p m  as I was cumining the heap to look for my own s h o t - a  consider- 
able per-ccntage of these shell3 were cracked also. The reason of that cracking is obvious. 
Suppose you take a flatter groove-my groove (Plate I. fig. 8g)-the shell of course has 
a bearing upon that groo~e, and comes out in  consequence easier.. But cut away that 
groove, and bring i t  round and make it into an oval, there is then no bearing, and, unless 
the shot is exceedingly tight, you can see there must be considerable play. K'orv, the 
gun turns the shot, and the shot hm to come out grinding against the bore, and I 
ask any one who understands what friction is, whether there is most friction with the plain 
or flat baring, or with the oval bearing, and a shot that wedges ibelf round against the 
side of the bore ? 
Not only so, hut I think it is apparent to eveqbody, that, under most cses ,  such n 
wedging open would be much more liable to burst a gun than grooves such as I propose. 
The strength of cast-iron y n s  is very unequal; were the cast-iron equal we should hare 
fewer cases of bursting; but I think most of us know of many c u e s  of bursting that 
have occurred. When I \ras at  Shoeburyncss a gun burst and it broke the legs of three 
sejeants; it was o gun of the oral bore.* W e  know that three Laneasters burst in the 
Criniea, and therefore, spcaking of bursting, we are pretty much-* Yr. IIaddan expressed 
it-'' in the same box, the whole of us.". 
Experiments have been put forward, and they may be again put forward, as indicating 
the relatire value of different systems of rifling. and therefore it is really important to 
examine into what has been tried. There happened to have been competing together the 
shunt of Sir IVilliarn Amstrong and my o x n  gun xi th  gooyes, Mr. IIaddan's also with 
groows, (though shallorver and swept out more), and, on the other hand, Mr. Bashley 
kitten's, and Mr. Jeffrey's, and tlie oral bore. ?Tow. this list completes the whole that 
were competing, and, as it takes in the wliole, it is n e c e s r y  to d w l l  a little more on this 
subject. I think that the endurance of one gun, does not prove much; the opinion of 
the President of the Select Committee certainly was in the =me direction, for, when he 
brought forward the plan of strengthening, mentioned last night by 3Ir. Haddan, he 
a t  once tried it upon four guns-two sixty-eightsand t r o  thirty-t\i'os. Could it hare been 
settled by one gun, I imagine he would not have taken four guns for such a purpose. 
I think we must all admit, that we have been somc\shat mistaken as to the strength 
of cast-iron. When 5;  pounds of powder have been fired with the lead-coated shot, the 
guns have gone; with 5 pounds they have stood. W i e n  oTcr D pounds has been fired wit11 
the iron shot, those guns have also gone ; therefore, if w e  are to use the unatrengthened 
cast-iron p n s ,  we shall liavc to use o very ION charge. When A h .  Wltitn-orth's gun 
burst. which was a 6s-pounder rifled on his plan, they asserted thi t  the shot stuck in the 
bore ; it \va.q referred to Jlr. Anderson, who at once said that what surprised him was, 
not that the gun burst, but that it stood at all. 
Much has been mid 09 respects lad-coated shot. Speaking of Sir William Armstrong's 
grooved gun, it i3 clear it is not suited to high velocities; and I think that it is  shown by Sir 
William Armstrong himself, for he 1 i a  only used the shunt with high charges of powder. 
The shunt haa I m n  fired with 20 pounds, but the other guns certainly will not stand 
large eliargcs of powder-they unnot  be fired with large charges of powder. It haa been 
wid in this Institution that a large charge of powder was used in the 110-pounder gun. 
Yes, but the lead in the rear is then cut a w a ~ .  I have examined many of the 1101b. shells, 
looked at  those very narrowly that have been piclted up after firing, and J have obserred 
this, that while with the longer bearing of tlie shell the slip upon it is very slight, with 
the shorter bearing of tlie shot of the same weight, the slip upon it is considerable. But 
JOU wili ask me " IIow have you ascertained the slip ?" I think I could show you how. 
The width of the groove and the width of the lands we will assume as being nearlg the 
same. Xow, the lead on the shot that h a  come out of the gun, if it does not slip, ought 
to be fully the width of the h n d  ; but instead of that. it is not. I n  tho solid shot it is 
not more than half the width, and in some cases I think, it i3lers than half the width, 
almost up to a point; and any of JOU who will examine the shot fired, will see exactly the 
* W e  are requested by Captain Scott to state he confounded this gun with another of 
Mr. Lanmter's, which burst on a different occasion, viz. on Jan. 31, 1856.-ED. 
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same tliing and how that is indimted, and, if JOU examine those fired at  the butt, it is 
true they show the rifling, but how much that rifling has slipped round, it Would be 
difficult to Sy. 
IIowever, there was another assertion made here, and I think what I have said of the 
shunt indicates, alt1loug1i Sir U’illiam Armstrong docs not quite agree with it, that the 
detaining of thc projectile is damaging; he has said it i3 an advantage. If detaining the 
projectile be an advantage, I imagine that he would not hare made his 1 s t  breech- 
loading gun a shunt. It was tried against the Thornicroft plates down a t  Slioeburyness. 
On that ocasion the wedges stuck f a t ;  afterwards in trial, on being brought back, the 
xvedgcs broke, and the gun ibelf m-35 returned to Elswick. I t  h u  come back, and has 
been housed in the arsenal store eier  since. 
Breecli-loaders have been spoken of, and 1 believe Sir William has gunc to the limit of 
size in breech-loading. I n  fact, he allows, =.we know perfectly well, you cannot lift out 
tlie vent.picces. One of the strongest men at  Shoebuqnes3 said to me “ I t  is the ezicst 
thing possible, just try, I like to convince you.” I said “ I  am iery happy to do it,” 
and we commenced lifting out the breech-piece. But  after we had lifted it out two or  
three times he had enough and did not wish to lift it out any more; and I can tell you 
we liad a great deal of difficulty in dropping it down exactly in its plxee. . And therc- 
fore, with breech-loading, the fact is, over sewn inches it cnnnot be worked a t  all; you 
may take any brecch-loader sou like, I have not seen any of that size tliat can be worked. 
It is confessed that a n a d  broadside-gun muzt fire a heavy charge, and I certainly 
tliiuk thia element of n-akners the breech-loadinz, should be eliminated from the gun. 
TO FSS on, however, Sir William has told us an effective broadside-gun must have a largo 
bore, in ordcr to have G high velocity, and this of necessity entails firicg a round ball, and 
therefore that the new naval gun is to be a smooth-bore. I f  not presumptuous in one who 
has all his life studied the subject-because I do not come before you without having 
studied the subject; in 1S51 I was sent to Shoehryncs  iii order to keep the Controller- 
General of the Coast Guard informed of vha t  was going on in gunnery there, and to 
report to him whatever \ma likely to be beneficial to the navy. Mine are the idew of B 
whole lifctimc, and I may my I haye p s e d  ears in devising and c q i n g  out what I 
believe to be a very simple and easy mode of uniting the advantages of the smooth-bore 
and rifle in one gun. I would especially s y  it is very desirable to unite them, and for this 
reason-that we really do not know, what form the attack or defence in futurc warfare may 
assume-a point I hope wry soon tohear discussedin this Institution, and I am quite sure 
some very valuable facts Xvould be brought forward in relation to ship-building and other 
points. I hope Captain Coles, whom I see present, and whom I believe has spoken of giving 
us G paper, will do so on an early occasion. It is 3 subject of really national importance. 
and we shall all be delighted to hear him; on that ground there is nodiffcrcnce of opinion ; 
1 am sorry to say on the rifle question G very strong amount of feeling certainly does 
exist. The new gun that Sir William Armstrong is now mauufacturing, is I06 inches long 
in the bore, it is 9.22 inches in diameter, it is to weigh 112 cwt.; that is the -act dimen- 
sion of the gun, but I think I necd not give my opinion farther respecting it. Hotvcvcr, 
from suclt 3 gun, if rifled, shot whether tlat or round-headed (for this must depend on 
the form and outside of future vessels) with a shell rear would prove very effective by 
bursting bctweeu the plates and backing. There are many mistaken i d e s  about shells. 
I think there arc one or two experiments that Captain, or  rather Admiral, IIalsted has 
\vatclied yery narrowly. When tlie shell was thickened in front, it xu found that it 
passed through 3 plate of thrce inches and did not break up-I am now speaking 
from memory. Captain Inglis of the Engineers grve a lceture on penetration of ihot, 
and I would reconimend all who are intercsted in  the question to get it. There are 
many experiments recorded that I tried in vain to get elsewhere, and many of them 
are of very great d u e .  Howver, with respect to that, and as illustrating in somo 
measure wvh3t Mr. Nichael Scott, whom I never had tlie pleasure of seeing before to. 
night, ltw stated, I believe that the same penetration which is liere given, a n  inch and a 
half, was attained bj the shcll fired from the 6s-pounder. It went with a very high 
velocity, and if w e  can give that, without over-weighting our projectile, se much the 
better. I do not see tlie necessity of what Sir William Armstrong has here mid about 
doubling the weight of the projectile, Lecause, in  doubling the weight, of course JOU 
increase very considerably the strain upon the gun. I think you may cast )-our pro. 
jectile considerably liglrtcr, with a cutting flat front, and shell in the rear, which would 
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172 CIIARACTER OF QUN 
Cut through or a t  Icast penetrate far enough to discharge its small mfne. and d o  considenble 
damage inside the armour plate ; I believe it will be found to be 3 very dcstructive kind 
of shell, and 3 shell we shall possibly have to use in future warfare. 
A MEJIDER: Are you alluding to the smooth-bore ? 
Commander Scorn: I am speaking of a rifle gun 3 but I spak of combining the two, 
and I say \ve must have a y n  of this description at once; it is no use p i n g  on as we 
have bceu. We have had one era of artillery, and we tiare gone on and made an im- 
mense number of guns, I believe opposed to the opinion of every naval officer v h o  has 
Considered the subject a t  all. I know it was stated a t  meeting nearly t\vo l e a n  ago that 
we vere really retrograding in going to small-bore rifled guns, and I think it is now 
very desirable not to take a turn in the other way, and hold on to smooth-bores entirely. 
hut combine the two, far we do not know what future 1varfare may really necessitate. 
One of the most imporkint things that has been very much overlooked is that Of molten 
iron. The molten iron will fill up the shell and make it almost solid, so that you will a t  
first have the full blow of the molten iron, and, unlike powder, the molten iron, if you 
can pitch it against anything, will stream over it; it may s t r a m  into the port. This 
will be found, I believe, a very fearfully destructive weapon. The Armstrong gun will 
not throw it, that is, practically it will not do it. The small round slicll contains too 
small a quantity to be effective. \l’hat we w m t  is 3 large quantity; but even the less 
quantity su5ced to set a vessel on fire; and when it w - s  tried, although they had tho 
engincs and everything ready, as H well known to Admiral Halsted, they could not put 
the fire out. 
With regard to the recoil, I believe there are very simple means of reducing it. India- 
rubber behind the trunnions, I think, will do it; that is, it will save the gun, by 
lessening the strain. Sir William Armstrong mentioned the bore of the gun being soft, 
and v;rought.irou is very soft, arid that it might tw. necemry to use a sabot. There \vim 
3 kind of one used when we actually did fire round-ball out of my rifled gun; not that 
it was necewq.  I n  that particular gun we used a small \md made by Jlr. Belfield, 
which ansr~ers all the purposcs, and can be made for about 3d.; but I trust we shall 
have a bore su5cientlg hard, whether of stccl or some other metal, so that we shall not 
require anything of the kind, and I look upon erery addition as of course complicating 
the gun. 
To return to our present cast-iron guns. Colonel Lefroy has stated, they have been 10116 
known to be improved by a reduction of n-indage, but they wont’t stand it (these are 
his \vords). Has it ever been tried, Lecausc I can find no experiment of the kind, to make 
B reduction of charge equivalent to the reduced windage, beuure then sou will have 
accuracy, and you also save powder. I am not aware of any experiment, either, to test 
the incrsised accuracy arising from a more exact boring of the gun. Some may not t c  
aware, that none of our guns are truly bored, and the few that arc, are the exception; the 
rule is they are bored roughly, and 1 believe it is a considerable element of error, and 
one that does not appear to haw attracted much atteution. But as the 6s-pounder now 
stmds, it is accurate, and same excellent shooting has been made with it, and, if I 
mistake not-in fact, 1 know it h the case-at 300 yards a t  Sboeburyness it beat the 
rifle guns on one occasion, though pointed by Sir William Armstrong hilacelf. I believe 
where the charge is increised, thc accuracy would be much more sustained ; ins:ead of 
stopping a t  16 Ibs. of powder, we could 60 up to 24 with uur 6s-pounders. Xow we 
cannot do it with the y n s  in their present state, and, as the Duke of Somerset justly 
mid, it is very desirible to do what w-e can with our present stores. Ko\v Captain 
Blakely Iim proposed a plan for simply Iiooping. Mr. laancaster proposes to encase the 
gun ; and Mr. IIaddan- says the guns are not strengthened by either method. Fint, 
wlth respect to Captain UlakeIy’s method of strengthening. IIerc is a trial of strength- 
ening, by order of the Select Committee in 1635, \vhich Captain Ulaltely has put into 
my hand, in which I find that the Bhkely y n  stood an immense amount more firing 
than any other. 
d NEXBER: What size gun was i t ?  
Commander SCOTT: I gwe the size in B former. lecture here.* Perhaps 1-ou s i l l  
kindly look at  it ; my memory does not serve me. 1 think I ought to pacse here one 
instant, as Captain Bhkely h s  taken my rifling, but with m y  permission. 1 asked the 
* scc Lecturc on Progress of Ordnance a t  Home, &c., p. IS, vol. TI., . Journal of the 
Institution .--ED. 
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EEST ADAPTED FOR XAVAL WAUXFBRE- 173 
Admiralty if they had any objection to his doing it; when CaptainBIakely spoke to me 
about the matter, and kindly offered me something, I said, " Tlie only tliing I liave to 
my about it is, that you will please to consult me about the rifling, that I may see that 
it ir well done." I cannot say that he has always consulted me on the subject; I 
believe it is, that he thinks it would put me to trouble and expense, but I ahonld 
always be very glad to see him on the subject. I may mention. however, that Captain 
DIakely examined that gun of mine that was burst, and s ro te  to say that he found the 
rifling not a t  all injured. I have to stop here one instant, and I am sorry I omitted it, 
to speak of the endurance exhibited by the different conipetitive y n s .  piow. among 
the guns fired in the competition a t  Shoebuqness, excepting my owi and hlr. Dashley 
Britten's, there was no gun that had fired near 300 rounds, and our guns had fired them 
at  elevations. The guns that completed the siuty.five competitire rounds were taken 
from Shoeburpes,  where they liad been fired at  elerations, mounted on their carriages, 
placed in the cell at Woolv;ich, and suspended horizontally on a swiiig. The eonse- 
quenee was, on the first impact of the charge, the gun recoiled; and my o m  opinion is 
that JIr. Laneaster's gun, if it has fired 1,000 rounds, \rill probably go on and fire 
2,000 more ; for every one knows \\-lint a different thing it is to fire a gun horizontally, 
a i d  suspended where it will a t  once recoil, and t h e  differences were my resons for 
objecting to my gun being put into the trial. When my gun did burst, the coated shot 
were somewhat in favour, and iron-shot, if possible, acre to be set aside. Tarious 
hypotheses were set up about the bursting; but, when tho pieces of my gun were 
brought together, it was found there was a wry bad flaw in the bore, and, wlien I 
nianaged to get hold of my ten shot and examined them (only ten rounds n-ere fired in  
this competitive trial before my gun burst), I found the shot were scratched along their 
bearings, showing that the gun had been gradually opening. There was nothing but 
what is stnightforward about the matter; there had been variou3 theories put forward, 
and I have no doubt, those who advocate lead coating, as is genedly  the case, wish to 
believe what they wish to be true. 
But I have wandered away, and I must apologise to you for it, from Capbin l3lakely's 
strengthening. After seeing Captain Blakely's hooping, it struck me that putting it on 
straight in one piece, would be better. I have not seen it; but I also know at the same 
time that any man would put it on in one piece, if it were not for the expense ; it is 
more expensive to put it on in that way. hlr. Parrott, in America, I find since I gave 
my 1st lecture, s a p  his plan differs from that of Capbin Dlakely, in that lie puts it 
on in  one piece, whole; and it is precisely that mode by which he gets the increased 
strength, and I bave no hesitation myself in  expressing my firm belief, that such B mode 
of strengthening, if the jacket is carefully put on by hjdraulic pressure at  a certain 
force, is the best, and I will give you a reason for it. I n  tlie Armstrong gun a t  the end, 
there is a large piece j it is a forged breech-piece, and I believe it is the only part of the 
gun which I have never seen broken. Hoops are welded immediately against this 
forged piece, the grain of the iron running in a different direction, and over this another 
coil is put. If over the arouglit iron the coil gires 
strength, why should not the coil over the cast-iron give strength, provided you rrgulatq 
the tension properly ?. I allow in the proof in the cell, the hooping may not appexr to 
strengthen the gun in any great degree, and for this reason, the proof in tlie cell consists 
in gradually increasing the weight of the cjlinders, the first cylinder being heavier than 
any shot you would fire out of it. 
. I beliere the hoops prevent the iron from disintegrating. You know the particles arc 
merely laid together; they are in close proximity, but there is no interlacing of fibre; 
and the continned'eoncussion opens them, and, if opened, any gun will go-continuous 
fire, is prored always to destroy the y n s .  I believe Iioops, however, will prevent 
disintegration. and, if you prevent'that, I hare no  doubt in my o m  mind you could 
make our present 68-pounder, hooped in such a R-ay, a strong durable gun, capable 
of firing 21 pounds of powder. 
Mr. J,ancasterproposes to e n c s e  the gun, and he says that a cost-iron intcrior would 
be less liible to injury than one of wrought iron. I f  Mr. hncnster proposes to apply 
the plan to our present guns, I believe the expense will bo an insuperable objection to it, 
for if you cut away the trunnions-I do not enter into the question of putting the =sing 
on, it will be rather difficult, but it is a difficulty that may be got over. I think the 
expense will be exceedingly great ; quite half that of a good xvrought-iron y o .  I f  he 
intends to hoop new castings, i t  may be asked, would not a less brittle metal be better? 
They are two different sorts of iron. 
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174 CIIAIXACTER OF GUN 
I certainly should prefer myself good \!TOught.iron to cast-iron, and would venturc to 
suggest as an experiment that might be easily tried, to take one of the Armstrong guns, 
that h a w  been used in proring vent-pieces, of which there are four-the coils arc ope- 
so that they are of no furtlier use-and let it be fired at. There is the muzzle also of a 
good forged gun, that of Mr. Lynall Thomas, which might be fired at, and also that of a 
68-pounder. Then you n-ould come at  once to the respective endurances of the three, 
in being fired at. But with regard to BIr. Lanester’s gun that he e p d s  of here, there 
wm an endurance mentioned of 81 rounds. I am satisfied that I was not mistaken in 
stating that that gun was considerably heavier tliau the GS-pounder; and therefore it is 
not surprising that if the gun be very much heavier it should stand 3 very much larger 
number of rounds. 
I am sorry I hare taken up so much of your time, and I will conclude with only 
one observation about the Armstrong gun. A gentleman thought that he would in- 
vestigate thc matter for himself; the Captain of a m a n - o f - ~ ~ r  was a friend of his, hc 
n-ent on board, and a t  his requtrt the wptain sent for the gunner and the gunner’s 
mate. Therc was a n  Armstrung gun on board, and they shorn-ed him ereqthiog 
about it. Tell me what is your candid opinion 
about it;” and says Jack “ \!-ell, Sir. my opinion is that it isa rn-erry dangerous gun.’’ 
Admiral TAYLER, G.B.: As the time is very short, I sh11 only make a fcw obsen-ations. 
I n  fact, the very able discusGon we have now had from Commander Scott, renders it 
totally unnecessary for me to expatiate more fully on angthing that has been said, because 
I fully agree in everything he has stated. 
I will, therefore, briefly describc to you a y n  of my inrention, and also a conic31 ball,* 
and I believe I wa3 the first person who brought forward conical balls. I n  the year IS42 
I proposed conic31 balls, and Admiral Sir Philip Durham wrote to ; \ Ia~l la l  Soult men- 
tioning it to him, and, the Gowrnment having given me tlic permision to publish my work 
on Gunnery, he put the question to me, and s k e d  me if I would show him .the model. 
As I had permission to p u b k h  it, and of course it would be kuorn-n to every one, I gave 
him one of the models ; he was the Minister of War, and he declared that hc had nerer 
Been or  heard of any conical ball before ; a t  the siege of Toulon the French invented an 
oblong ball, but h e  admitted.it was tried and failed. About six months after this 
Colonel De Vigney took out a patent for o conical ball, because he found tho eonical ball 
was calculated for a rific that he had inrented some gears previous ; and it was evident the 
conical ball \vw not known in Fnnce, or the patent could not have been allowed. . I for- 
warded this conical ball and shot to different mcmbcrs of the Government ; they werc sent 
down, I believe, to the ‘‘ Excellent,’’ to bc tried. I t  vas intended to be tried by an Englhh 
musket, which they were made for; but I received a letter, stating that they ~ o u l d  not 
try musket balls, I must send down 32-pounders. NON, I had no foundj ,  and, as o half- 
pay o5cer, nas not at all disposed to set up one; and, therefore, they p v e  me the go-by. 
and there was an end of it. But a very short time after this, when our fleets were 
fitting out for the Baltic and Scbastopol, and I also sent them a plan to t3kc Cronstadt, 
and how to fire concentrated broadsides ; and I stated that I had tried these balls many 
years beforc, and on the coast of Spain. I n  lS12 I inrented the sights combining the 
elevation and lines of sight in  one focus. It n-as brought out seven years afterwards 
by an artillery oflicer, and is now called a military invention. This had wings, which 
aerc intended to prevent the shot \rabbling in the gun, because a eonica1 ball without 
wings, when it l a v e s  the muzzle of thc gun, would .\rabble. hIr. Laneater took off 
the wing, and tried the conic31 ball beforc thc Queen and Admiral Berkeley, at 
Spitliead ; and, in consequence of thc wings being taken off, it diverged from the axle 
of the gun, and injured tho lighthouse. Finding that was the eae, they capsized the 
ball, and fired it so that when it left the gun it performed a somersault like Grimaldi. 
This is a gun (duxcisg n model) that I invented ; it has two grooves,only, and the 
conical ba11 has four. These two have zinc attached to them to fill up tlie grooves, tho 
other merely fills up thc bore of the gun. When the ball is sent home, it is turned out 
of the groove into a slot, and, on being discharged, offem the same resistance i an 
expansion ball. This is supposing you ah11 to have it rifled, because it is not decided get 
whether you arc to have it rifled or  not. I load it from tlie breech, so that the men are 
not exposed to rifle firing through the ports ; because, even in these irnn vessels, they 
I l e  took the gunner aside, and said 
.I A model of Admiral Tailer's gun and Conic31 Eliot may be Sccn in the BIuseuiii of 
the Institution.-ED. 
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175 
must have their port3 open occasionally. There is a am311 cone, and there i3 a dot  
inside ; and, JOU bring home the cartridge, this cone fit3 into the slot, and of course 
there is no ffieape of gas inside, and the men are not SO exposed in loading the gun. 
If 3 vessel is within B yard or at 
three miles, ~ o u  have only to turn round the inncr case, tighten the screw, and it will 
crplode by time a t  1, 2, 3 miles, and by concussion during iu flight. .There was a 
shell with a military fuse invented after this, and the Government tooli it up and adopted 
it. It ,\vas probably very good on shore, where you are firing with a fixed gun ; but it is 
not at all adapted for the naval service, hecausc you had to bore out the hole according 
to the distance, and then JOU handed it to the captain of the gun, and, hy the time lie 
has loaded, two stwmcrs advancing towards each other or separating, would make a 
difference of a quarter of a mile, and, if you loaded one broadside, and the vessel came 
up to the stern of you and held off on the opposite side, i t  would remain in the gun 
and be no manner of use afterwards. and JOU could not draw it, therefore you mus: 
throw your shot away. 
Admiral EIdUSTED : Iron. many year3 is it since you proposed that fuse ? 
Admiral TATTLER: I t wd in 1840 I proposed conical balls, and the fuse I invented in  
1851, I think. 
Mr. RlCrIdRDs, of 2, Caroliiie Street, Bedford Sqiiare, then read a paper in which he rc- 
capitulated some of the desidcmh of a naval gun, and an extract from the specification of 
a pntent which professes to supply them. 
Captain FISII~OVRSE: 1Ir. Chairman, ladies, and gentlemen,-I am afmid I shall 
bare to claim >-our indulgence, for the subject is important. Perhaps I may reverse 
somewhat the order as to the names of the persons to whom I allude. As JIr. IIaddan 
did not offer any remarks on my paper, but merely referred to R very important sub- 
ject-that is, the material of which guu8 should he made-I need not say nhrthing in  
refercneo to liis mode of rifling. ‘The subject he brought forward is a very im- 
porhnt one-I mean, the subject of metals; and the carving out of his experiments 
m3y certainly l a d  to very satisfactory and economic results. I t  has been objected 
to Mr. IIaddan, that he has been d i e d  to make n large gun of the metal he 
referred to, and he has been unequal to do it. The answer, I dare say, manyof 
you read in the Times of to-day (I hare had no converstion with lfr. IIaddan 
m p l f ) ,  that is, the impossibility of B private individual, undcrtaliing the works 
necessary for constructing guns. of that description. Mr. Clay, in  describing Mr. 
IIorsfall’s monster gun, told yon of his difficulties in constructing it, and the greater 
facilities he has nos-, for constructing a gun of that kind ; and I must my I do entirely 
sympathise with those various inventors \rho have had difficulties thrown in their way. 
There is boundless expense entered into, to try experiments that give no prospect, I think, 
of success ; and experiments that do offer much prospect of success have not been carried 
out. lfr. Dashley Dritten a i d  little or nothing, either, as to the points that I raised with 
respect t o  his rifling; I Ie  brought forward an interesting ruhject, drawing a contrast 
between his guns and Sir \EIliam Armstrong’s, in n-hieh he carried me Xi-itli him entirely ; 
and I sympathise with him, that he has not had tho opportunics of tq ing  it more effeetu- 
ally than lie lim had. l lr .  Lanester  objected that the dhgram did not exactly repre- 
sent the degree of ovality that he now approves. \\7ell, I p a s  dwling with hneaaters 
a8 they are, not xvith Laneasters as they might be. All I can say is, I liave 110 interest 
in the matter. I wanted to see the best 
gun ; and it was partly bccause I ivas indepcndent, and had no crotchet and no hobby 
to ride, that I XIS solicited to undertake this paper. If Pr. Lancneter will produce 
the best gun, the best rifled, and the best in all particulars, we shall hail it with 
joy. I thoroughlg concur in 
what Mr. Laneaster said, when he \us dwelling upon thc’questioo of ust-iron and 
m-ronght-iron guns, built-up guns of that description as shown in Plate I. fig. 2, that 
they are not fitted to undergo the rough work of ship mms. M’e all know that 
there are circumstances under which a ship, to save hersclf, ia obliged to throw her 
guns overboard, and recover them again. I a k ,  in  a h a t  condition those guns would 
be, if they were thrown orerboard on rocky ground? Again, it often happens that 
they have to land the guns to fortify a point. It does not alwva~s happen that they have 
the facilities for hoisting them into the boats, and there is 8 great deal of rough work 
in dngging them over the cliffs. I want to know how it is to be done by that gun. 
Apart from the n-aj in which Sir William Armstrong treated the subject, s q i n g ,  I‘ Well, 
it had stood,” I may ask, what was my argument throughout my whole paper? It 
This is my fuse, which will answer every purpose. 
I have no desire to set forward any one. 
W e  want a best one, for we have not pt it as yet.. 
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176 CIIAEACTEX OF GUN 
was not as to what it had stood. I a i d  it had not a t  all had the test it ought to have, or 
to  which i t  must necessarily be put, if it is to give the high initial velocity we must have 
at all cost. There arc two or three remarlis made by Colonel Lefroy, which I did not 
ntlswer a t  the time, and which I think it neccssary and import3nt to answer. For 
instance, Colonel Lefroy cited m proof, that Sir William Armstrong’s gun was a suitablo 
gun for naval service, that yarious Continental nations had adopted i t ;  but hc did not add 
that no naval power has adopted it. Russia, France and Americn have studiously avoided 
it. Then again, in respect to the manner in  \vhich Colonel Lffroy commented upon 
my paper-and I must also join with him, Sir William Armrtrong-it was, I think, not 
fair. Thus, for instance, 1 am made to say on each occasion b j  them wh3t I did not 
say, and they have answered what they have unde*ken to say for me, rather than what 
I did say. Upon the subject of strcn,& Colonel Lefroy sajs, that as for my exception to 
the strcngth of the gun, why, it has proved itself sufficientlystrong. Row, 1 did not S y  i t  
was not strong. I did say it \\-as strong; but what I did say 7 ~ 3 - 4 ,  that i t  was not strong 
enough to bcar thc high charges that it will have to bear, if it ie to give us the initial ve- 
locity that is wanted. Those are two different things ; and I particularly use in my paper 
this expression, that it would burst prematurely if it were subjected to these high clmrges. 
Why, Colonel Lefroy wys so himself. “Oh,” he says, “ it will bear these charges, 
because F e  hare tried it ; but,” he says, ‘ I  you cannot continue it, because it will burst.” 
Why, the proof of the pudding is in the eating. and he Lns given us au illustration of it. 
Then, with respect to stripping. He say  that I statcd, that if you attempted to give it 
t he  high initial velocity, it would strip, or that it n-ould be dangerous to the gun-that 
it would not take the rifling, in fact. Now, Colonel Lefroy answem, that the guns have 
all been subjected to proof charges, and that their missiles hare taken the rifling. What 
do n e  mean by rifling ? and what do we mean by 3 rifle ? W e  mean by 3 rifle that 
which perfoms the functions of a rifle, that is, it gives rotatory motion, and continucs 
tlint rotatory motion, ‘in order to get accuracy of fire. Now, I say, TOU may have 
any kind of rifling JOU please, or any kind of marks upon the missile; if it does 
not perform the functions of o ri8e-thnt is to say, give and continue that rotatorp 
motion, so as to establish precision-it is not a rifle practically. Such is the fact with 
respect to this. Table K represcnts o series of trials; mind, not high velocities, but  such 
as is due to a very small increment of powder; for instance, from 1.76 Ib3. to 1.50 Ih.; 
and the series is continued alternately, so that there can be no doubt of the accuracy ; 
bemuse, of course, with thirty rounds the piece gets hotter, and, if they did not alternate, 
it w-ould not be fair. We find that, just in proportion, every 
time as thc higher charge is used, so it becomes less accumte. (See table.) The corrcctness 
of this may be gathered byan examination of the columns of Table K. headed “Charge”and 
“ Mean Observed Deflection,” contrasting column 9 with 15, which contain8 the results 
with an iron shot. So that them is a regular law established, that just in propor- 
tion as JOU increzse the initial velocity, and increnso the quantity of powder. so the 
rifling slips. It is evident here. [Pointing to 3 French shot and one of Mr. B. Britten’a 
on the table.] Here is where the slip takes place. Anybody who Iooks at  this, will see the 
slip here. On each side of these buttons there is the evidence of the slip. T h e  is a 
series of these hhles to prove what I say; and if it were not s I state, Sir William Arm- 
strong is perfectly sensible of the value of initial velocity, and would hare obtained initial 
velocity if he could hare obtained it. He would bve put more powder, if either the 
m k i l e  or  the gun admitted it. 
Then, as to the velocity. I do not say that they could not attain high velocity ; I said, 
relatively as high as smooth-bore guns. Colonel Lefroy cited, in  a very triumphaat tone, 
“that they had got 1,746 feet from a rifle shot,” whereas from an old round.shot 9-pounder 
they only got 1,613. Now, I might adopt the tactics of that fino old fellow Sir Richard 
Kents, when he got in  between two enemies off Algezi-he just backed s tern,  and 
let the two enemies fue into each other, for ha had other work to undertake. If I turn to 
the Times, I find that Sir William Armstrong admits the whole question, that a smooth- 
bore has a greater initial wlocity; and you remember last night he stated it again. So 
that what are r e  to say? Here is Colonel Lefroy, defending Sir William Armstrong, 
saying that hi3 missile gets the higher velocity, and Sir William Armstrong, on the other 
hand, admits the whole question, and says that it is not so. WelI, I think I nced not say 
anything more about Colonel Lefroy. 
Sir WilIiam Armstrong commenced his remarks by s q i n g  that I had no experiments, 
and he brought as his experiments just the rccord of an experiment. I would ask, what 
arc a11 these but rccords of experiments ? (Pointing to the various tables against the wall.) 
RON, what is the fact ? 
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178 CITARACTER OF GUX 
I s  not TableK an expcriment with the Armstrong and Whitwortli? These are taken from 
Colonel Lefroy's own book. Every one of these ire experiments, and they miglit h a ~ o  
been multiplied to any n"mber. And yet he says, I have no espcriments; and, 10 and 
behold you, he brings one. Then, with respct to the shunt gun, Sir William Armstrong 
objected to the diagrams, I had not given a fair m w u r e  of it, and so on. They \sere all 
measured by Mr. Vavasscur. Ire is a constructor of guns ; he i3 perfectly conrcrrant with 
them; and, so far from doing Sir William Armstrong any injustice, that given is the most 
favourable specimen of the large shunt family (see I'late I. fig. 9). If I were to have taken 
some of tlie carlierpatterns. the windage wenld haGe been much larger; and, instead of 
Sir William Armstrong occnpying the place he docs in Table 11, his name would h3Te been 
considerably lowr.' When IOU consider that Sir William Armstrong \\-as asked to speak 
on this occasion, and he a d d  for longertime; forthere was such a multiplicity of figures 
that he really must get up figurcs, in order to be able to .refute mine! I f  I was 
speaking upon my horn-book, I would not have. to ask for time: and one n-ould have 
thought that there was nothing here that he was not tliorougl~ly conrcmant with. 
Sir WIIiam Amistrong affects to makc light of the ricochet.' Xajor O w n ,  R.A., in 
his lecture delivered here, docs not do so, though he is favourable to rifled guns. 
IIere is an extract from sonic information given before the IIouse of Representatives 
in America: "Captain Dahlgrcn lays great stre's on the certainty of large rouxd 
projectilea eti ricochet, which is most useful on water, nnd his 11-inch shells, 
weighing 135lbs., are certainly very formidable against wooden ships." I recollect 
a n  anecdote with respect to the value of ricochet. Onc of tlie steamers employed on 
the cost  0; Spain could 'not get in -I do not know precisely d i g ,  but she could 
not fire direct. because of an intervening point of land, upon the tonn;  but S ~ I C  
fired upon a cliff that was facing the town, and threw lier shot very effectually into 
it. Now, I should like to know how Sir William Armstrong's shot would ricochet 
into'that ? '  They would not a t  all. S e t  Ire attaches no value to the circumstance of 
ricochet! Then lie seemed to throaa  great ded  of doubt upon this American experiment. 
Now, here is this work-Simpson on Gunnery-from \diich Table E is taken ; anybody 
can read it ; it is very interesting, and I think it barn eyidence of tlie truth. The 
proof of it is, evident from lris own gun. IIe wants to s y  this experiment is of no value, 
in order to diSpaAge niy statements with respect to the value of reducing the nindagc. 
But what is the fact, both with respect to Nr. Uslrley Dritten's gun and with respect to 
his?  Why, because they reduce the windage, or beciune they reduce it so as .to 
destroy the windage altogether, they produce great results with small charges. 15-hy. 
that is just what takes place here. Either' Sir William Armstrong. does not produce 
results that he says he docs, with small charges-there is not that extreme tension upon 
his gun, by explosion in his gun, that he states there is-or else thi3 table is true. Then, 
if it is true, it is monstrous to draw a eomparison between old y n s  with very large 
windage, and his y n s  thi t  have no windage a t  'all. Ire went into a long argument 
last night, to prove that it was a question of ,weight, not O f  friction. Now, hcrc 
m e  some experiments that prove the w r y  reverse. If i t  was the weight that was tlio 
muse of the higher initial velocity, then, instead of getting 1,SOS feet initial velocity 
with the 51-lb. 8-inch shell, -and 1,579 n-ith the 66-lb. shot, these figures weuld be 
reversed (see table B). He says that the effect of the weight retaining the shot in 
the gun so much longer increases the elasticity of the ponyder to such a degree that it 
overcomes and gets a greater result. &re is the greater 
weight, and here i3 the less initial velocity. .The fact is, that there i s  friction, by which, 
and by giving rotatory motion, power is absorbed, as any one who believes in meehanical 
1av;s must admit. 
Sir JYilliam Armstrong undertakes to say that I snid that the trnjectory in this diagram, 
(Plate I. fig. 13). waa that of his shot-of his ball. I did not say so. Here is my paper, in 
which what I did say is written. I simply supposed the case of a shot that would travel a 
distanceof 600 yards in one second; and I supposed the case of another shot with less initial 
velocity,or half the initial vclocity,that would require two seconds to travel the =me distinec. 
Then I drew lhat a an illustration of what would be the result. I, of course, gave Table 
C (I, Appendix, also; but thcre I gave the actual quantities, and pointed to the actual 
quantities. The lines (see Table) represent the point-blank ranges of these respective guns, 
as given by the authorities. I am not in the least responsiblo for them. The table was pre- 
pared by hIr. Chy, and i t  must be taken for what i t  is worth. The principle is just the same. 
If, on the contrary, instead of taking only one second and two seconds, where the difference 
between fall by parity is the difference between 16 and 61, I had taken the difference 
lj71iy is it not shown so here ? 
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BEST ,lDAPTED FOR XAVAL WARFA11E. 179 
betwen two and three seconds, there the difference would have been greater, bemuse it 
W Y J ~ ~  h 3 Y O  been the difference betmen 61 and 114 feet. Now, Sir William Armstrong 
repeat3 a statement, and I must say it is desening of comment, and of strong comment. 
We can understand a person at a meeting, getting up and spcaking hastily, and extcm- 
porally, using an expresion that is not quite to the point, or giving 3 fzct that is not rcle- 
cant; but when Sir Wj1liam Armstrong asks for time, and when 3 fact such as it was- 
for it was 3 fact of its kind, hut not 3 relcrant fact-was given by Colonel Lefroy with 
rcrpect to the rifle rn compared with the round shot. and Sir W i l l i i  Armstrong hears 
that, and then tn-cnty-four hours afterwards repwts that, I say it i3 deserving of comment. 
NOW, \\-hat are the fact3 concerning that ? The meeting was led to ~upposc that this was 
an accurate rifle projectile, such as is used in ordinary service. I t  was not such. Here i3 
the paragraph which appear3 in tho paper, “ I t  has been tlie fashion of late, on the part of 
those who have studied gunnery, to m e r t  that the initial velocity imparted to 3 sliot from 
a rifled unnou is less than that which would be derived from a smooth-bore gun. Sir 
WIliam Armstrong joined issue on this point, and, in order to settle the matter, he, on tlie 
day ailuded to, loaded a 12-pounder, on his principle. with a shell weighing 8 lbs. with 
a 2 lb. charge of powder. and the initial velocity obtained was 1,740 feet. A 9-pounder 
smooth-bore KS then loaded with B shot of 9 Ibs. and 2+ Ibs. of ponder, and the 
initial velocity amounted only to 1,613 feet.”* The first position is this. I stated 
that elongated rifle balls could not be projected with the same initial veloeity as 
round balls, and I stated the reason. The greater weight, and the wings, or rifling, 
would prevent the one from being projected n-ith the sanie velocity as the other. Now, 
here is not a n  ordinary rifle projectile. His ordinary rifle projectile for this piece is 
I l lb .  1202. IIe’must cut it in- 
rarious ~rajs .  H e  
reduced a great deal of the friction ; and in fact he reduced it as far as posible to the 
conditions of a round ball ; and then he fires. it against a round ball, out of a n  old 
%pounder, with all its windage, d d e  he reduced all the friction of his own. 
He reduces that down to 8 pounds. €lo% doeshe do it ? 
IIe must cut it shorter ; and I hare no doubt he reduced the lead. 
XIr. G. RENDEL: No, no. 
Captain FISIIDOURNE : Well, cornparatirely. 
XIr. G. RESDEL : The shot rills not reduced in any way. 
Captain FISIIBOURSE ; Are you prepared to say that? 
hlr. G. RENDEL : Certainly. 
Captain FISIIEOURNE: Pcrhnps IOU will explain afterwards how i t  was? 
XIr. G. RESDEL : I have’notbing to exphin, except that the shot \r-ss not reduced. 
Captain FISIIDOURNE : Then what was it, may I ask? 
iUr. G. RESDEL: You say the shot was turned doKn. 
Captain FIsnnouxss : Perhaps you will explain. 1 am not anxious to mislead in any 
Perhaps you nil1 kindly explain what was done. 
Hr. G. RENDEL : I merely a y  that tlic shot w s  not reduced. 
Captain FISIIIIOURNE: I say i t  ma reduced from l l lbs .  1202. to 81bs. 
Mr. G. RENDEL: I will, if you will allow mc. 
Captain FISIIDOURSE : That ws my impression. 
Conimander ScoTr : It was a specially prepnrcd projectile, not the ordinary one. Per- 
Mr. G. RLYDEL : I merely wished to correct one important statement that ivaa likely to 
\n~y. 
Will you 
You stated that the Icad tma redwed 
describe how it n-as reduced? 
at tho back, to take 3way all the friction. Such was not the case. 
haps you will state what it xvas. Let us Ila-ie tho fact. 
mislead tlie meetin;. 
Captain FISHBOURSE: R i l l  you state thewholc facts? Because that is really the point - -  
to be-arrived at. I do not want to niislcad the meeting. 
Commander SCOIT :Describe the projectile. 
Mr. G. REXDEL: I am not in 3 position to describe the d i o l e  facts, but I hear things 
stntcd that arc not correct. I understand you to say that the lead is turned down at the 
base of tlic shot, with the riew of reducing the shot to the condition of a shot tired from a 
smooth-bore gun. I believe that such is not the case, and, as it is an important feature 
in tlie experiment, I think it right to say so. 
fired from a light 12-pounder gun. 
Captain FISIIIIOURXE : You reduced the wight. 
31r. G. RESDEL: I know nothing of tlie weight. I know there is 3 %pounder Shot 
There is such a shot as a %pounder, and I believe 
See Army and Xavy Gazette, h h y  17,1862. 
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180 CIIBMCTER OF GUN 
that must have been the one used in the experiment, not a special shot constructed for the 
purpose. made for this 
experiment, and that I call in question. 
Adminl  IIAISTED: When JOU use tho term ' I  turned down," do you use it in  the 
sense of reducing the diameter, paring down ? 
Mr. G. RESDEL : I am answering Captain Fishbourne. 
Captain FISIIBOU~SE : I understand it mas a 12-pounder gun, and not a 9-pounder, that 
you spoke of. 
Mr. G. RESDEL: I t  is the =me calibre; and the size of the gun is stated. 
Captain FISIIIIOURsE : Gentlemen, I am not in a position to tell you. What 1 s3y is 
this, that the meeting \\-as led to beliepe that this wasan ordinary service projectile; t113t an 
elongated rifle shot was projected, and produced the velocity of 1,740 feet. Neither did 
Colonel Lefroy nor Sir lVilli-.m Armstrong say angthing about the reduction of the weight 
at all. Xow, what I complain of is this, that in a public meeting of this sort, men in tho 
public service, upon a public question, with one of IIer Majesty's ministers in tho chair, 
should undertnke to get up and state half the facts. 
Commander SCOTT: As the meetinghas been interrupted on this occasion, I may claim 
from the Chairman permision to say this, that the 9-pounder is served out tu o %pounder, 
and never mentioned a8 a 12-pounder. Tho 12-ponnder gun is issued as a 12-pounder. 
I never heard a 9-pounder called a 12-pounder in my life, and I do not know that it has 
erer been. 
Mr. G. RESDEL: The 9-pounder is simply a 12-pounder shortened. 
Commander SCOTT: It is a different gun which has been supplied, in consequence 
of the other yn being too h e a v  for the horse artillery. I know it quito as well as you 
do. It is a 9-pounder. 
Captain FI?,lIBouRsE : What I contend is, that under any cireumstances it a one- 
sided experiment, and I want to know why one-sided experiments are to be made ; and 1' 
=-ant to kn9w why, after oneSded experiments are made, they are given publicity to in 
the publie press, when experiments that are of immensc value and immense importance, 
that make altogether in the opposito direction, are kept covered up. Sir William Am- 
strong affected to throw discredit aud doubt upon Table E. I had a grext many more 
facts of this description. I did not want to Crowd them upon the meeting. Thc first part 
of Table G n-as in the Times newspaper ; others were taken from measurement at Shoe 
buryness and the official reports, and Sir William Armstrong affectsto say that theso aro 
not accurate. The principle on which the numbers given in Table A, and headed com- 
parative force of blow, are calculated is tho admitted principle, that the rcsistnnccs of 
iron plates are aa the squares of their thicknesses. These 6 y m  are only inverting the 
operation, and taking the iudenhtion, and squaring that, as giving a meamre of thc 
force of the blow which made those indentations. 
Thero is another fact that I do think Colonel Lefroy and Sir William Amstrong, 
more especially Sir \Villhm Armstrong, when be v.3 taking upon this very important 
question, should have told us at thc same time, and that \vas a fact which he kept quictly 
from us; and certainly, by what he said, he led u9 to believe that thcrc w a ~  no such fact 
in esistcncc, It is this: that from a smooth-bore gun, wi tha  1501b. shot, 2,000 feet 
velocity n.as obtained. Now, I dare say most of the pcrsons present do not know that 
such an experiment has been made at  all, and I do say it is one-sided for Colonel Lefmy 
and Sir William Armstrong to speak about tho aonderful velocity of 1,740 feet got from 
his gun, and to speak of i t  aa the greatest velocity. I do not actually U ~ O  his words, but 
certainly that was tho impression left behind, that it n-aa greater velocity than was 
obtained frorri the smooth bore, when we have the smooth bore giving 2,000 feet instead 
of 1,740. It is quito true, thero was a large quantity of powder, but it was a smootli 
bore. His riHe guns will not bcar thc m o u n t  of powder 
that was fired out of theso smooth-borc guns; and the whole question turns upon this. 
Admiral IIAISTED : Allow me to mako one remark. The charges from which theso 
initial velocities svcre got, wcrc all fired by galwnicbattery; and in  the casc of tho 80 Ib. 
and 90 Ib. chargm, they wero fired from two different places. Tho length of thc 
cartridge amounted to about two feet, and two wires were put in, with about the spaco 
of eight inches betwccn them. The mrtridge waa therefore divided into three parts. 
That is how that initial velocity was obtained. Otherwise it was utterly impossible for a 
gun of that description to havc burned 60, 70, 80, or 90 pounds of poader during the 
period of tho pasage of the shot from the breech to the muzzle. Thercfore, all theso 
velocities arc perfectly abnormal. 
You would lead the meeting to supposc that a special shot 
That is thc question at  issue. 
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Captain FIS~DOURSE: I think, Admiral, you are a littlo beyond tho book; because Sir 
Howard Donglns gives an initial velocity of 3,?00 feet. 
Admiral IIAISTED : I merely stated how it wns obtained. 
Captain FISUBOIJ~SE : But you went beyond, and said tbat was a \elociry that 
purely abnormal. 
Admiral IIArsTED: I meant that mode of firing the cartridge wa9 perfectly abnormal. 
It is usually 6red from the touch-hole. 
Captain FISIIBOURSE: I beg your pardon. It just comes to this-that, notwithshnding 
the objections which Sir Wllinm Armstrong undertook to refute, I am not aware that 
the audience will s3y thnt he has refuted a single fact or  a single statement that 1 h3FO 
brought forward; I do not know that he hns nndertdien to do so directly; he bas a t ,  as 
I said before, a doubt upon Table E; but there it is. Here is the work:’the man ail1 
speak for himself. Any perjon who reads this book will be, I am sure, satisfied ( ~ 9  to tho 
character of it; and it is really a repreeenbtion of facts, and it is just aa much an rxperi- 
meet. and I say a far more aceumto experiment, than that, in which 1,740 feet initial 
velocity was obtained; and I think you ail1 obserre that Sir William Armstrong aeknow- 
ledged that in the end we must hare smooth bore3 for ship’s broadside guns. I am quito 
satisfied of it myself. I am quito satklied that it is not with lead-coated projectiles, 
or lead in any shape on projectiles, that you can at all gct tho initial relacity that 
will suit for ship guns, for. breaching purposes, a t  short distances; and therefore if 
you canuot from strong mwiles of this description [pointing to an iron shot with 
iron bcnrinp] get the initial velocity you want, sou have no alternative but to have 
smooth-bore y n s ;  and I think it is quite evident that this is the conclusion Sir Wil- 
liam Armstrong hm come to h i m d f ;  but I do say, and I do feel-and I think any per- 
sons who consider about it, will agree with me-that, seeing the number of crotchets Sir 
William Armstrong has had upon the subject, i t  is hardly fair to feare our service any 
longer a t  the mercy of his further crotcheb. I do feel mast strongly that the question ought 
to  be an open one, and that experiments by other people ought to be admitted, that there 
should be an indepeudent body to determine what tho experiments should be, and to see 
them carried out. Why, what is the fact? Here we have these old service guns, that have 
done us good service, condemned by wholesle, ju3t upon the mere fiat, that this will 
not do,” or “that will not do;” in tho same style in vihich he condemns this, ‘ I  Oh! this 
is impossible, i t  cannot be; I give you no reason for it.” As if we were a11 children 
that we must accept his dicta, just bemuse he chooses to say it. Why, really it k quite 
sad. A criminal, if he only goes to the judge in fonnhpauperk, has a counsel ap- 
pointed to defend him, but here these poor smooth-bore guns, with all their disadvan- 
tages, have the judges and jury and counsel and spectatom 011 against them. No wonder 
they are condemned and thrown out of court. I do say the country would never get 
better worth for a fee. than if it were to appoint a p c m n  or suitable persons to watch 
t lme experiments and see that they 5re proper experiments and properly tried. Would 
any one believe that Sir William Armstrong, who demonstmtes to YOU, and writes to the 
Times newspaper on, the importance of initial velocity. should systematically neglect i t ?  
There is not one experiment that ia made, except those lately, in which the grand ob- 
ject has been to get greater initial velocity. Every experiment has teen “how not to 
do it.” 
I have hardly made it as clear 
as I should like to ham done, because it is a large subject and it is not my subject. There 
are many others who would hnve undertaken the subject much better, and dono much 
better by it; but it might have been said that they had a crotchet, or  a hobby to ride. 
I hare none. 
The Criiinras : Having now brought this discmion on the best naval guns to a con- 
clusion, I may mention that the Council have before them the subject of the best metal for 
a naval gun, on which they hope to elicit equally valuable information aa they hare done 
on the present occasion. As soon as it is arranged, they will advertise when thu dhcus- 
I am SOT I have troubled you so long on the matter. 
sion is io take place. 
terminated. 
A rote of thanks was passcd to Captain FISHDOUBXE, for his paper, and tho pmceedinp 
* Ordnance and Xaval Gunuery. By Lieutenant Simpson, U.S. Navy. 
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182 CIIx\JIACTER OF GUN 
Since the above discussion took place a 0-pounder Armstrong segment shell and a 
12-pounder Armstrong proof shot hare been deposited at  the Royal United Servicc Insti- 
tution, by Colonel Lefroy, R.A., with the undermentioned description, to illustrate his 
remarks:- 
“ l.-g-pounder Armstrong segment shell (weighing without fuse or bursting charge 
Stlbs.) This specimen has been reduced to 81bs. by removing 402. of the inside mehl, 
and is one of those prepared for a determination of the initial velocity Of an Armstrong 
shot fired with a charge of one-fourth its weight, Nay, 1S%!. 
“For clinrgc 21bs., the mean velocity was:- 
2.-12-pounder Armstrong proof shot, fired with a charge of one-fourth its weight. 
1,6G2 feet per second with A, powder. 
1,716 feet ditto with 2, A powder.* 
Exhibited to show that shot fired with this charge Dke the rifling.-ED. 
* 2 A, powder has n much I3rger gmin than A,. 
We are requested by Captain Fishbourne to add the following explanatory note :- 
‘‘ Understanding that Colonel Lefroy has sent an Armstrong 12-pounder shot, and a 
9-pounder segment shell, reduced to 8 Ibs. to be deposited in the Institution to prove tho 
correctness of his statements, I beg to add that I did not question Iris facts, but their 
relevancy to my statements. 
“ I did not ”y that under exceptional circumstances, and with velocity bpater  than 
usual, the Armstrong shot would not take the rifling ; my statement was, that if elon- 
gated lead-coated shot were driven up to the maximum 1-elocitics obtainable with spherical 
h o t ,  the former would slip, or b u n t  the guns if the coating were hardened, and I 
especially alluded to heavy n a r d  gun?, which are fired with high charges for breiehing 
iron plates. 
“The experiment with the 8 Ib. shell wan irrelevant, as I did not my that ahigh velocity 
could not be given to an elongated shot under any circumstances ; but that to an 
elongated shot could not be given D velocity equal to that giren to a spherical shot under 
the conditions stated in my paper, in which I dwelt on the necessity for heavy guns and 
high charges for &hip purprnes. ‘’ The follotviog would hare been relevant to my paper, and would hare been a useful 
and a scientific experiment : 
“ A  splierieal shot with the smallest practical windage fired from a gun of equal 
diameter, and precisely similar to the 110-pounder (but with a smooth bore), and with 
a charge that would bring cqual tension upon i t  with that which the 110-pounder multi- 
groove is subjected to, when 6red with the highest charge it will snfely bear.”-Ed. 
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